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Presenting 60 Second Lectures:
What is the greatest challenge of our time?

Photo By David Ordway
Martin Garnar

Erika Guynn
Staff Reporter

People filed into the science
amphitheater one after another, smiles
of anticipation covering their faces.
The five chosen professors sat at the
front of the room, below everyone else.
They sat up, sat down and talked
amongst themselves, some nervous.
They would be answering the question
"What is the greatest challenge of our
time?"
The first professor to speak
was Dr. Karen Adkins, associate dean.
The topic of her lecture was that we are
surrounded by a society of contempt
where students are defined and judged
by their standardized test scores or
grade point averages and there is much
less room for error in our generation.
She responded to a question later by
exclaiming that she was a high school
dropout and failed a class during her
freshman year of college. Yet, if she
happened to make these same mistakes in our time, she would have a
much harder time finding a decent job,
much less surviving or providing for a
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family. Finally, the audience was told
that this is a personal challenge. We
must learn to see better and ask ourselves the questions, "What's missing?" and "Why does this matter?"
Society does not define us and must try
our best not to let ourselves be defined
by our "numbers."
The applause emanated
through the room at the end of Dr.
Adkins' speech and without pause the
next speaker, Dr. John Jean, associate
professor of chemistry, was standing
behind the podium. His speech was
quite different from the rest since it
came from a scientific perspective, yet
dealt with environmental issues such
as energy conservation. His speech was
titled "Sun, Water, Fuel" and his main
point focused on the idea of moving to
hydrogen as an energy source. It is not
only efficient, but environmentally
friendly as well. He compared fossil
fuels and hydrogen by using a visual
aid so as to clarify the process to the
audience. After explaining his point in
a short sixty seconds, he ended with a
hopeful stance, "The future looks
bright," said Dr. Jean.

The next speech was delivered
by Martin Garnar, reference services
librarian. He explained that information can actually feed ignorance.
People tend to gather information that
supports their views, not challenges
them. It will increase intelligence and
decision-making skills if we look at the
different sides of an argument. This
helps us get closer to the true facts, he
argued, as information is constantly
distorted by opinion. "Watch NPR in
the morning and Fox News in the
evening," said Mr. Garnar. What is his
advice for us? Gather information,
process it and learn to make good decisions.
According to the next speaker,
Dr. Ron DiSanto, professor of philosophy, our accumulation of information
has resulted in the production of technology, which can be a good thing, but
can also be detrimental to our society.
Titled "The Taming of Technology,"
Dr. DiSanto's speech described the
challenges that arise from technological advancements. Technology can
lead to evils, he said, and we need to
ensure that humanity keeps up with it.
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Two important disadvantages are technological impairment and ethical
questions such as the profit motive.
Has this system become our idol?
According to Dr. DiSanto, we must
tame our technology and take a step
back to look at what it is doing to us.
The last speaker to step up
behind the podium is Dr. Rob
Margesson, assistant professor of communications and forensics. In addition
to his professorial duties, Dr.
Margesson is the coach of the Regis
University's debate team. He began his
speech declaring that his favorite meal
is chicken marsala and that the title of
his speech was, "We would get along
better if we knew we didn't exist."
We assume, Dr. Margesson contended,
that one's political affiliation defines
one's being and that there exists a very
"deep-seated animosity to the opposite
affiliation."

Continued on Page 2
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In other words, we may be gracious to
someone, yet when it comes to politics,
our attitudes change. These emotions

lead to things like stagnation, oppression and violence.
The main point of Rob
Margesson's speech was that the greatest challenge of our time is to have an
open mind and not to judge people. Dr.

Margesson encourages us to cease our
habits of animosity when it comes to
politics and religion, because we are all
"a vessel capable of being filled with
loving kindness."

Overall, the 60 second lecture
series was well received by the students in attendance, and the professors seemed to enjoy the audience.
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Dr. Karen Adkins

Student Health Services at
Regis University receives H1N1
•
vaccines.
University has reported any side
effects. "The only side effect might be
a sore arm for a day at the most," she
Eyen with nearly 10,000 said.
reported cases of the H1N1 virus in the
Ms. Reinking reported sympUnited States, students and staff at toms of a cold after her vaccination,
Regis University should feel safe.
but since a cold is not a typical side
The university has currently effect of the vaccine, she did not assoreceived 50 doses of the H1N1 vaccine, ciate the two, and would still receive
which were distributed to students and another vaccination next year if necesstaff during two separate clinics. sary.
Jennifer Domenico-Brock, a nurse
"Being nervous is not a reason
practitioner with Student Health to be hesitant," she said.
Services at Regis University, reported
Ms. Domenico-Brock said the
that all so of the doses were distrib- university requested large quantities of
uted.
the vaccine, but only received a small
Ms. Domenico-Brock recom- amount because the state government
mends the vaccine to students and distributes the vaccine to various local
staff under the age of 24, due to the health departments, who then allocate
high risk associated with that age the vaccine to various institutions.
group. "The number one way to protect
She expects that the university
yourself against the flu is to get immu- will receive another shipment, but
nized," she said.
does not know when it will arrive or
Anne Reinking, a junior at how many doses it will contain.
Regis University, was one of the stu- Student Health Services will announce
dents who received the vaccine during another clinic once additional doses
the first clinic.
are received.
Reinking also recommends
Student Health Services is
the vaccination to others because there only allowed to administer the vaccine
have been several reported cases of the to Regis University students, staff, and
virus in Colorado. "It's important to faculty under the age of 24, or with
do all you can do," she said.
clinical responsibilities· in the health
Despite reported side effects care field.
associated with the vaccine in other
Vaccinations are free. For
areas of the country, Ms. Domenico- more information, contact Student
Brock said that no one who has Health Services at 303-458-3558.
received the vaccine at Regis
Audrey Keenan
Staff Reporter
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Residence Life introduces
LaundryView service
Corey Holton
News Editor

tion of each laundry room that displays
which machines are in use and how
much time is left on each cycle.
Courtesy of Residence Llfe, the By signing up for the free service, stulaundry rooms of O'Connell, DeSmet, dents can log in and select which washand West Halls have a new service ers and dryers they are using. When
called LaundryView. This system their cycles are complete, the student
allows students to register an email receives an email or text message to let
address or phone number at which them know it is time to pick up their
they will be notified when their laun- laundry. The service can also notify
dry cycle is complete.
students as machines become availAccording to the Interim able, which is very helpful during peak
Associate Director of Residence Life, times.
Ms. Lundberg also points out
Njal Lundberg, the department was
approached by the company that pro- that the new high efficiency washers
vides the washers and dryers in resi- that were installed this year use less
dence halls with this new system. The than half of the water that the older
idea was well received by the depart- machines used, which is a savings of 17
ment, and after working through some gallons per load. Students are encourtechnical difficulties, the system is now aged to take advantage of this system,
which makes the already free laundry
up and running.
Students who visit www.laun- service at Regis even better.
dryview.com are automatically directed to a page that allows them to select
the residence hall they live in. Students
will then see a graphical representa-

Student Savings Clubl
Discounts for Regis students on
everything from food to tires!

www.studentsavingsclub.com
Brought to you by: RUSGA (www.reglsgov.org)
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Residence Life introduces new Living Learning
Comlllunities for the Fall of 2010
Corey Holton
News Editor
The Office of Residence Life,
Housing, and Event Services at Regis
University is increasing efforts to
incorporate
Living
Learning
Communities (LLCs) into the residence halls with the addition of new
programs for the fall semester of 2010.
Colin Stewart, residence life coordinator, and Njal Lundberg, interim associate director of Residence Life, have
headed up these efforts. Marie
Humphrey, director of Residence Life,
as well as several other staff members
and students have also been a part of
this process.
Living Learning Communities
are designed to group students with
similar interests in residence halls. Members of the CORE community
There are currently four of these pro- Community) in West Hall for the fall of
grams offered by Residence Life: 2010: leadership, science, and popIgnatian
Village,
Magis,
the culture/arts communities. These comInternational Language Community, munities will be available for sophoand Colorado Outdoor Recreational mores, juniors, and seniors living in
Experience (CORE).
West Hall. During the housing sign-up
There are plans for the addi- process, students will have an option
tion of three new programs (along with to select one of these communities,
the
International
Language which will require a short application.

"How ought we to live?" The Peace and
Justice Studies degree program
Kaitlin Maestas
Staff Reporter
Professor Byron Plumley,
director of the Peace and Justice
Studies program, sat down to talk
about what the Peace and Justice
Studies (PJS) major is and why it is
just as important as any other degree
program at Regis. Professor Plumley
offers an interesting take on the question, "How ought we to live?"

What year was the Peace and Justice
Studies major created?
In 1998 Regis created the Peace and
Justice Studies minor. Students could
do a PJS major by creating it from
existing cross-listed courses. It was
called a "flex-major." In 2007 The
Board of Trustees approved the official
PJS major.

How many students have graduated
with either a major/minor in P&J
since its creation?
From 2000-2007 five students graduated with a PJS major (under the flexmajor option).
In 2008 Sarah
Wernimont was the first student to
graduate with the new PJS major.
There were four in 2009, and there will
be 10 PJS graduates in this 2009-2010
academic year.

Currently, how many students are
declared majors/minor in PJS?
We have 30 majors and eight minors,
however there are only 20 students
who have filled out the Major
Declaration Form ...some still need to
do the paperwork.

In your opinion, why is a Peace and
Justice Studies major just as valuable
as any other Regis major?
PJS is highly valuable beca~se_ it _is an
integrative and interd1sc1phnary

degree program that requires students
to examine 21st century issues through
the lens of multiple disciplines. Life in
the 21st century is complex and
requires multiple perspectives to
address both domestic and international issues.
Peace and Justice
Studies is on the cutting-edge of academic reseatch. Last year, a New York
Times article on peace studies indicated that "more than 400 universities
and colleges worldwide now offer
undergraduate or graduate degrees."

What can you do with a PJS degree?
A degree in Peace and Justice Studies
opens many career and job paths in
both the public and private sector. The
focus is on socially conscious careers
that serve justice and the common
good. Some of those options include:
human service work in non-profit
organizations, social work and advocacy for children and adults, educational
development and teaching, environmental protection, conflict resolution/mediation, civil rights and human
rights investigation, economic development, and foreign policy research.
Many students combine PJS with
other majors/minors to increase the
scope of their undergraduate education. We have also had students continue to graduate school in the fields of
education, human rights, international
relations, law, and social work.

Photo By Justin Costello

The CORE program for freshman, instituted this year, was very well
received amongst incoming freshman
with over 100 students indicating an
interest in the program on their housing applications. Residence Life did
not expect such a high level of student
interest, so they created a more competitive application process. This inter-

est, combined with student feedback
through assessment and focus groups,
led the department to research ideas
for other LLCs to be implemented in
the residence halls.
Mrs.
Mr. Stewart and
Lundberg began the process of incorporating these communities by
researching what other institutions
were doing with LLCs. They narrowed
down a list of possibilities and eventually chose programs that the students
showed the most interest in.
In addition to the four LLCs
that will be offered to upperclassmen
in West Hall for the fall of 2010, Mr.
Stewart and Mrs. Lundberg are working on programs exclusively for freshman like Healthy Living and
Business/Science communities that
will be an addition to the Magis and
CORE programs already available.
Mr. Stewart indicates that students living in LLCs typically have
higher grades, a higher retention rate,
and they feel more involved on campus. The hope is that faculty and staff
will get involved with the programs as
well. This will help foster the sense of
community that LLCs are designed to

Transformative
Communication Club holds
conflict resolution seminar
Michael DiGregory
Staff Reporter
Last Thursday in the Town
House Commons the Regis University
Transformative Communication Club
held one of two seminars about how to
properly resolve, as well as avoid, conflict with other people. The seminar
presented multiple speakers who used
a variety of presentation methods,
including group exercises, skits and
diagrams, to teach students useful
techniques in conflict management.
The fist speaker, Tasha Garza,
kicked off the presentation by having
participants brainstorm different feelings they have had during past conflicts, as well as their attitudes about
conflict in general. Garza pointed out
that the overall perception of conflict is
a negative one and discussed where
these attitudes come from in society
and the media. These beliefs and atti-

tudes, according to the Garza, affect
the way people tend to respond to conflict when confronted with it, and these
responses can have negative consequences.
"The consequence is really important because if we respond in the
wrong way, and it leads to more stress
and hurt feelings and escalation of the
problem, we carry that with us to the
next time," said Garza.
Later presentations also focused on
things such as how it is perfectly normal for people to see the same things
or situations in different ways.
Presenters used images that could be
seen in multiple ways or were illusions
to demonstrate this point. In another
presentation participants were asked
to practice their active listening skills
by conversing with each other then
repeating back what the other person
said.

Students, Staff, Faculty, and Alumni

What is the-future of the program and
how are you planning on developing
it?
At Regis the future of the PJS program
is growing as students are beginning to
come to Regis for this degree. Regis
offers one of the only undergraduate
majors in PJS in the Rocky Mountain
region. The next step in the development of the program is hiring an associate director to work with me.

Got a passion for poetry?
Apenchant for prose?
Afetish for photography?
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Regis students' talent shines at master classes
Erika Guynn
Staff Reporter

Her hands moved quickly with
anticipation for the next series of notes
to come, and although loud, her fingers
lightly tapped the keys in a logical
order of musical thoughts. The harmony in the left hand rolled back and
forth between high and low pitches,
like sound frequencies hitting walls in
a playful rhythm of tapping. Ann Ho
certainly knows how to play the piano,
and her performance on November 9,
at one of many Regis master classes,
was a clear example of her talent and

ability to play this delightful musical
instrument. She was one of three individuals to play the piano that evening,
Erika Guynn and Stasic Markgraf also
performed pieces on the piano ranging
from Romantic to Jazz music.
These master classes are created for the Regis music community to
attend and obtain a learning experience. They are essentially a music lesson in front of an audience. An individual will perform a piece, and a teacher
will critique them and explain how
they can improve their playing. These
classes can range from five minutes to
an hour spent on helping a student

with their piece. The performance
atmosphere prepares the individual for
recitals or concerts in the future.
These performance classes are
not just for piano students. There are
many that go on throughout the
semester, some that have a voice
emphasis, guitar emphasis and a
mixed class as well. They are usually a
requirement for music minors, private
lessons or other instrumental classes
because they teach the audience critiquing skills, how to improve playing
technique and knowledge of different
musical pieces. It also gives students a
glimpse at how the Regis music pro-

gram functions, as well as what the
expectations are.
Following this master class
there was yet another master class 0 ~
November 10. It consisted of singing
and playing the piano at the same time,
a superb violin concerto and finally
concluded with a violin, cello and
piano trio. Not only were these performers talented, but the arrangement
of music made the class interesting
and wrapped up the last performance
class of the semester with a strong and
inspiring status.

Book Review: The Assassin's

A review of Emmerich's 2 0 12

Apprentice

than follow the president (played surprisingly well by Danny Glover) as he
has to make a decision to save as many
I've been speculating this for a number people as possible facing imminent
of years, but 2012 has affirmed my destruction, Emmerich finds that folthoughts: Roland Emmerich wants to lowing this family is more important
destroy the Earth. The director of than the hundreds of millions of lives
Independence Day, The Day After at stake. Don't worry Roland, I wasn't
Tomorrow and Godzilla is back again expecting much more. But kudos
to show everyone that his craftsman- because it did get a bit dusty in the theship when it comes to destroying atre for me when Dr. Helmsley
American landmarks is unprecedent- (Chiwetel Ejiofor) has a conversation
with his father (Blu Mankuma).
ed.
If you've seen Emmerich's preIn 2012, scientists have discovered that the Sun's solar flares are vious films, you know what to expectsomehow sending new particles to the except this is on a much, much larger
earth, neutrinos to be exact, which are scale. Ifyou haven't, get ready to be falgoing to inevitably make the Earth's con punched repeatedly by CGI and
core melt. Emmerich deserves a pat on loud noises for about two hours. It's a
the back for actually trying to explain fun movie, and when I say fun, I mean
this, but I think he inevitably realizes devoid of anything except mind-numbthat the audience isn't there for a sci- ing destruction. There's nothing wrong
entific explanation-given that the with a lot of style and little if any subdemographic for a movie like 2012 stance. Michael Bay has done pretty
isn't going to revolt for an inadequate well, granted he guides his life by this
explanation of plate tectonics. So idea. What we should really be worried
Emmerich switches gears, employing about in 2012 is not the Mayan Long
all tricks up his apocalyptic sleeves, Calendar ending, but rather Michael
Bay and Roland Emmerich collaboratand puts it into overdrive.
Amid the explosions and ing to make The Day After
destruction, Emmerich tries to infuse Transformers 2012: Armageddon's
morality in the form of Jackson Curtis Independence Day. That will truly
(John Cusack) and family as the movie mark the day in which humanity has
follows them trying to escape the ended.
destruction ravaging the world. Rather

in the plot with ethical and moral
dilemmas involving sacrifice and selfinterest, duty to one's king versus
Robin Robb's book, The Assassin's moral obligation, and murder and
Apprentice, is a unique fantasy novel deception for the sake of the "greater
set in the fictional realm known as The good". The plot of the novel is relativeSix Duchies, a kingdom of connected, ly slow-paced and based more on
but largely autonomous states, rife interactions and character developwith royal intrigue and conflict. The ment than action and magic (although
protagonist of the novel, Fitz, is a these are certainly still present). So do
young boy and bastard son of the not dive into this book expecting epic
would-be heir to the king's throne, battles between good and evil. The
seemingly doomed to be stuck in limbo vivid and realistic relationships and
between the world of royalty and priv- rivalries characters develop with each
ilege and the common and insignifi- other serve to make Robb's fantasy
cant. However, when the king decides world seem almost plausible, yet all
to make use of the boy whose existence the more fascinating. Much like ours,
was a political embarrassment, Fitz her world has social tensions and displunges unexpectedly into the dark pute, irrational bigotry and powerful
and complex world of conspiracy and leaders in constant fear oflosing power
intrigue when he begins his training as to others who desire it. Moments in the
the king's personal assassin: a silent plot range from humorous and lightkiller who intervenes on behalf of the hearted to brutal and tragic as the plot
follows Fitz's transformation from a
kingdom where diplomacy fails.
Robb's novel uses refreshingly lost and confused child to a royal
original and unique ideas in a genre assassin who kills at the command of
overrun by poorly recycled Tolkien the king.
concepts. The book's first-person narrative makes the reader identify with
the character and adds to the general
intensity of the story. Complex and
/
realistically human characters struggle
Mich ael DiGregory
Staff Reporter

Luke Curtis
Staff Reporter

Warren Miller's "Dynasty" a tribute to skiing's past
narration lifted from older films, but it of skiing first came to be. A segment of
was clear that they were phasing his the film featured skiing in the fjords of
presence out. Children of Winter was northern Norway, the traditional
"Welcome, my friend, to the by far the worst of the Warren Miller birthplace of the sport, where one
show that never ends." An appropriate films I have seen, ending with a deaf- must travel by boat to the mountainopening line for the song that ushered ening silence, rather than with Miller's side, and then ski up to the summit,
in the beginning of the 60th anniver- trademark closing line, "I'll see you only to ski right back down whilst taking in breathtaking views of the mounsary Warren Miller ski film, Dynasty. next year, same time, same place."
Dynasty was a tribute to the tains rising from the sea, and the sun
1949 was the beginning of the dynasty,
when an amateur filmmaker and ski- past. As the action-packed opening hovering low above the horizon. La~er,
ing enthusiast named Warren Miller montage came to a close, we hear the film traces skiing's roots 2000
took his 8mm video camera and start- echoes of Miller's voice in the distance. years back in remote northwestern
ed making films about the action and A hauntingly beautiful reminder that Mongolia. A crew of skiers and camlifestyle that surrounds the sport of we couldn't have ski films of such cal- eramen travel two days by horse drawn
skiing. The films have evolved over the iber today without the pioneering that sled to a remote village, where the
years, but the message has always been he had done some sixty years ago. locals ride on ancient handmade skis
the same; the world of skiing takes us Dynasty was quite different from and give the new-school pros a lesson
away from our mundane lives and Warren Miller films in years past, as it in how skiing should really be done.
Warren Miller films have
throws us into a magical winter won- was not so much about the progression
derland, where man meets nature and of the sport but more about paying always had a special quality to them.
homage to its roots. Vintage clips of Aside from the flawless cinematograthe mountains reign supreme.
Last year's film, Children of skiers in the so's and 6o's were inter- phy and eclectic mix of music, the films
Winter, was the first film not to include spersed with modern day footage, always seem to go beyond the typical
narration from Warren Miller himself. comparing the differences, but more barrage of big mountain skiers ripping
A few years back, Miller had left the importantly grounding the sport in its huge lines in Alaska, to include scenes
that bring it back down to earth a bit.
film company to his son, who then sold past.
One
segment that did this particularly
The filmmakers went beyond
it to Time Warner. To keep with tradiwell
featured handicapped skiers who
of
skiing's
past,
to
using
vintage
clips
tion, the films between 2005 and 2007
race
on
the X-Games Skiercross course
traveling
to
the
places
where
the
sport
have included classic clips of Miller's
Brett Stakelin
Photography Editor

in sit-skis. These skiers do just about
anything a skier with legs can do, yet
they are confined to their bucket-like
seats on skis. It was a real testament to
the power of a positive attitude. One of
the athletes summed it up by saying,
"My life is more fun than your vacation."
Warren Miller's Dynasty isn't
quite the jovial family fun that Miller's
films used to be, but a salute to the
films and skiers of yesteryear. As
much as the ski film industry seems to
be about big names and even bigger
endorsement deals, at the heart of the
film still lies the same message that
snow is fun, and those of us who ever
get the chance to ski are truly lucky
individuals.
"If you want your skis, go get 'em."
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A pilot's perspective on modern aviation
Corey Holton

earn, and that translates into very little
money in their pockets. A lot of these
pilots qualify for, and some take
advantage of, government assistance
programs.
Many new commercial pilots
are fresh out of of accelerated training
programs that cost tens of thousands
of dollars, which they somehow have to

One of the reasons US airlines (Global Positioning System) in the test,
are struggling is that we have so many even though GPS has been in the cockof them. Many countries have nation- pits of many airplanes for years. These
The thrill of aviation reached
alized airlines or at least have fewer tests, like the rest of the FAA, needs to
its peak in the mid twentieth century,
companies operating than we do. be updated so that they are pertinent
but since then it has been on a slow
Trouble strikes in the US when multi- to pilots.
decline. As jet fuel prices increased and
ple airlines fly the same route with
Understandably, the FAA has
technology expanded, airlines found
unfilled airplanes. Somehow they have to approve all of this new technology,
ways to cut costs while the Federal
to absorb the costs of flying a jet only as it is responsible for keeping people
half-full of passengers. This translates safe in the skies, but there is no reason
"What has happened to the aviation industry?"
into ludicrous prices for tickets; it can for them to be so far behind the curve,
cost more to fly from Denver to other than the miles of red tape and
Aviation Administration (FAA) strug- repay on those meager salaries from Memphis than it would to fly from political pressure that aviation lobby
gled to keep up. US airliners have the airlines. Add this to the fact that Denver to Paris. How does that even eists exert in Washington.
started using smaller regional jets and airlines are constantly laying off pilots, make sense?
The government needs to
turboprops to ferry passengers on cutting their wages, and reducing benAirlines need to look into new rethink how they deal with aviation in
shorter routes. They have also been efits. The problem of debt becomes strategies to stay competitive and this country. The answer to their budghiring pilots with less experience, and cyclical.
reduce costs while providing better et problems certainly should not be to
laying off experienced pilots.
Delta and Northwest airlines service. They also need to stop treating impose fees on private airplanes and
What has happened to the avi- had to merge for financial security, and pilots like seasonal employees. Getting general aviation. They need to restrucation industry? Aircrafts are becoming Frontier recently filed for bankruptcy. a pilot's license is not an easy task. ture themselves so they are more effiincreasingly sophisticated; some com- Why are the airlines losing so much Airlines have taken away the joy of fly- cient. Get rid of multiple airlines flying
mercial airliners can even land them- money? First of all, the cost of fuel is
selves in zero visibility. The role of the enormous. Jet fuel is very expensive, For the same price you could be sitting in a compilot has moved from actually flying and jets use a lot of it. Second, people
the airplane to simply acting as human are not satisfied with the service fortable, leather chair sipping vintage Dom
monitor, checking warning lights and aboard US airliners, and therefore they Perignon before takeoff if you flew on Singapore
gauges to make sure the computers are are not flying with these companies as
airlines."
·
doing what they are supposed to. frequently.
Contrary to popular belief, commercial
If you pay a few thousand dolpilots typically do very little flying. As a Jars for an international first-class tick- ing and the honor of being a pilot.
half-filled airplanes on the same
licensed pilot myself, I am thoroughly et on a US airliner, there is a good
What does the Federal routes, and prices can go down. Also,
chance you will be flying in an aging Aviation Administration (FAA) have to older navigational equipment needs to
acquainted with the passion that
Boeing 757 with few amenities. do with this? Being a regulatory be removed. The money spent on the
comes from flying an airplane.
What many people do not Compare that to the service on some agency, they have a great deal to do upkeep of ADF facilities could be used
know is that the flight crews responsi- foreign airlines. For the same price you with it. The FAA is mainly responsible for other things. The technology to
ble for the safety of passengers on could be sitting in a comfortable, for safety, but their lackluster ability to accomplish th.is already exists; it just
change with the times and their lack of needs to be implemented.
"Contrary to popular belief, commercial pilots do funding
is contributing to the demise
If something is not done about
of modem aviation.
very little flying."
the way pilots are treated and the way
I recently took the written the government handles the FAA, we
board the smaller regional aircraft are leather chair sipping vintage Dom exam for my instrument rating, and could see the demise of aviation as we
often paid vei;y little money. For obvi- Perignon before takeoff if you flew on there were quite a few questions deal- know it. They have already managed to
ous safety reasons, the FAA limits the Singapore airlines. Granted, there are ing with ADF, an ancient navigational remove all of the joy and prestige assoamount of hours a pilot can fly in a some models of airplanes that are bet- technology currently (but very slowly) ciated with being an airline pilot, let us
month; couple that with the small ter than others, but the fleets of US air- being phased out by the FAA. There not let them ruin it for everyone else!
are only a few questions about GPS
hourly wage new commercial pilots liners are seriously aging.
News Editor

Times to remember and times to forget
Lena Hoff
Staff Reporter

Everyone knows someone who
knows someone that's been in a war.
Coming from a family full of Army, Air
Force and Marine vets in almost every
generation, I've been raised with the
mentality that serving your country
isn't just a choice; it is a duty, without
questioning why.

and our own remembrance of war was
the focus of the event.
Between Tom O'Brien's belief
that telling a war story based on truth
has the "power to save us" and Donald
Anderson's idea of the effects of war
becoming personal, the idea of a war
story only saying either the truths as
the solider knows it or as much the
memory allows differs in everyone's
experience. For some, writing their

"Liberty's is not free, you have to pay for it ... it's
your job" -Don Johnson
Listening to the men and
women speaking at the Twentieth
Century Warfare And American
Memory symposium this past weekend
confirmed the idea of duty, but also
changed what I believed I knew about
war experience. In my family the men
don't talk about war unless referring to
it as The War or answering questions
from the grandkids about my
Granddad's bomber days. The
Symposium brought not only veterans
to the roundtable, but home-front
loved ones as well as scholars and
audience members into a lively and
informative discussion. How war experience has changed the American perspective regarding the rest of the world

stories helped mend some of the nightmares still gripping them, while for
others the thought of writing their
experience terrifies them for they cannot stand to think of their pasts.
Terry Rizzuti, a Vietnam
Marine Corps veteran and author of
Second Tour, spoke on the effects of
memory and the experiences remembered in which the trauma of the war
could alter memories, so the stories
told could've been from hearing another's view of the same event or even the
made up tales given to the men in the
Air Wing Clubs who desired war stories in exchange for beers because
they'd never been in combat.
Many of the speakers during "Vietnam

War and Memory" have written novels jokes; Mr. Johnson story of eating
about their experiences to tell others "chicken and rice popsicle[s]" in the
about them. They "wanted people to frozen camps of North Korea or the
know what [they] thought," as in the kindness and generosity Mr. Apodaca
case of Jerry Doherty, Marine Corps experienced in San Francisco showed
Vet and author of Civilian in Green their memories had good times too.
Clothes.
Spending all day in a small
It just made me think of the room in an old building might sound
stories my Granddad told me when I boring to some, but it was the most
asked him about his binder, the dark enlightening, touching and worthwhile
one with all his photos from WWII, the time I've spent. To learn about our past
maps of missions, along with the news- and what our future may hold, in order
paper clippings someone saved about to understand how a war experience
his successful missions while he was changes the lives of everyone, was
overseas. I loved those stories and the amazing. Not much has changed today
pictures aren't something you can look in who sends soldiers into combat, in

"It's old men in Washington that send young men
to war. You know how long that'd last? They'd
say to me, Bob, take that hill. I'd say, where's the
escalator?" - Bob Murphy
at without feeling.
Losing him almost four
months ago seemed to come crashing
back as I listened to the Marine Corps
Korean War veterans Don Johnson,
Bob Murphy and Al Apodaca speak
about their memories of Korea and
their receptions stateside without
anger, and with the ability to make
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what issues create wars or in the
effects war has on the soldiers and
loved ones who live through it. Maybe
one day the lessons learned will change
how we regard the memories of those
days as well as the way we treat those
that choose to do the duty of serving
our country with honor.

,
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Ranger women's soccer season: Career highlights and
lessons learned
Katie King
Staff Reporter

defeated Mesa State 1-0.
Freshman, Marissa Davis was honored
as RMAC Freshman of the Year-makRegis University women's soc- ing it the second year in a row that
cer team finished their season 14-5-4, Regis has earned the award Oast year's
and qualifying for the NCAA tourna- honoree was for Jordan Miller, now a
ment for their second consecutive year. sophomore). Davis is the fifth player
In a season that challenged the girls from Regis to receive the award since
Davis
mentally and physically from August its inception in 1996.
to November, they've come out of the and Miller both earned a spot on the
2009 season with many accomplish- All-RMAC First Team, while fellow
ments to be proud of.
teammates Seniors Chelsea Reichard
In addition to having a win- · and Heidi Boersma earned positions
ning record for the season and making on the second team.
it to the NCAA tournament for the sevAssistant
Coach
Erin
enth time in the program's history, on Bevacqua believes that the strengths of
November 4 in the first round of the this team come from the bonds that are
RMAC tournament, the team helped 14 formed between the girls on and off the
year Head Coach J.B. Belzer earn his field. "We are a close team and that
200th career victory when the team relationship can be seen on the field.

The girls work hard for each other and
that alone makes an amazing team
dynamic," says Bevacqua.
For Boersma, "getting to play
with my best friends on our amazing
field" is the highlight of her career.
Fellow senior Reichard had this advice
to pass on to her teammates coming
back next season, "Appreciate the larger things in life outside of the soccer.
Appreciate the chance to learn and
grow not only as a player, but as an
individual, friend and teammate. The
experience is over fast and there is
nothing more important than the relationships you build with each teammate and coach. Leaving with four
generations of life-long friends has
more meaning than an RMAC championship or NCAA bid."

Though this season generated
many proud accomplishments to put
into Regis' history books, Belzer and
the returning members of the team are
already looking forward to improving
for next season. Belzer had this to say,
"A 14-5-4 record and a trip to a NCAA
Tournament is something most teams
would gladly accept. Our team was left
wanting more knowing it could have
achieved a higher standard with a few
less injuries, a favorable bounce here
and there, and a bit more quality play
in key moments of late-season matches. This has left us extremely motivated to achieve at an even higher level
next season!"

Rangers open season with 71-45 win over Newman;
Porter and Kuipers score 18 and 17 respectively
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
After facing two Division I
schools in their exhibition matchups,
the Rangers took on Newman College
Friday evening in Denver as Regis
hosted the first day of the Regis
University
Catholic
School

Tournament. The Rangers defeated
Newman University 71-45 in the game.
While the game ended with a
26 margin of victory, at the end of the
first half Regis was up by just two (2628). This changed quickly as the second period began. At the 15:26 mark,
the game was tied at 36. From this
point on, the Rangers held the lead

Three Ranger men's soccer student-athletes named to
Daktronics All-Central Region
Teams
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
Senior Ryan Brennan and junior Gary Cole today were named to the
Daktronics All-Central Region First
Team as selected by Sports
Information Directors from the Rocky
Mountain Athletic and the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conferences.
Junior Nathan Kafer was a second
team awardee for Regis.
Brennan, from Albuquerque,
N.M., had a stellar senior season from
his defender position.
The 6-3
enforcer in the back helped Regis to six
shutouts this season, fourth most in
the RMAC. Brennan played in 17
games, starting 14 of them. The six
shutouts are fifth most in Regis history
in one season. Brennan assisted on one
goal this season.
Gary Cole, from Englewood,
Colo., has played at Regis for two seasons after transferring from Division I
Vermont University. This is his second

straight first team honor after the junior helped the Rangers to six shutouts
on the season. He helped the Rangers
to an anemic 1.11 goals against average,
also fourth in the RMAC. Cole started
all 18 games for Regis this season.
Kafer was named RMAC
Freshman of the Year in 2007, and last
season was also named Daktronics
Second Team All-Central Regio_n.
Kafer, from Erie, Colo., tied the team
lead with six goals and led the team
with six helpers. He is sixth in the
RMAC with his six assists and is
ranked in the top 10 in six different
categories.
Brennan and Cole will now
move on to the All-America ballot
which will be announced on December
1st.
Regis finished the season with
a 9-6-4 record overall and a 7-3-4
record in RMAC play. Regis ended the
season falling in the semi finals of the
RMAC Tournament to nationally
ranked #1 Fort Lewis.

while going on a 35-9 run to daim the
71-45 win.
Four Rangers scored in double
digits in the game with junior Chelsea
Porter and senior Emily Kuipers leading the way with 18 and 17 points
respectively. Freshman Tae'lor Purdy
scored 12 points while freshman
Meghan Hollenga had 11.

Regis sank eight three-pointers in the game ~th Porter having four
(4-7) and Kuipers three (3-4).
While the Rangers' offense
may sound impressive, it's defense did
the job as well forcing 23 Jet turnovers
and snagging 12 steals in the game.

Ranger Women's Soccer
Season Comes to an End
with a 2-1 Defeat at the
Hands of Colorado Mines
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
The Regis University women's
soccer team ended their season today
in the first round of the NCAA Division
II Central Region Tournament with a
loss to Colorado Mines 2-1. Regis,
making its second consecutive trip to
the NCAA Tournament, ends the season with a 14-5-4 record.
Regis controlled much of the
first half, however, the Rangers let the
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference
Player of the Year, Kayla Mitchell, get
behind the defense 11 minutes into the
game. Her shot ricocheted off senior
goalkeeper Marianne Clausen's hand
into the back of the net.
Mitchell scored her 29th goal
of the season on a similar play 34 minutes into the first half to make the
score 2-0. The score remained 2-0 at
halftime with each team taking three

shots and the Rangers having four corner kick opportunities to just one for
Colorado Mines (18-4-0).
The Rangers got on the board
in the 60th minutes when junior Katie
Horn served a ball into the box and
Mines' goalkeeper Briana Schulze misplayed the ball and senior Chelsea
Reichard was able to take advantage
and score her eighth goal of the season
to cut the lead in half.
Regis had good opportunities
in the second half as well, outpacing
the Orediggers 4-0 in corner kicks.
With just 45 seconds remaining, Regis
had the ball inside the box and after
the ball was kicked around, went off a
Ranger and into the net for a goal, but
before the ball went into the net the
side official raised his flag indicating
an offsides penalty by Regis voiding
out the goal. Mines was able to run Lht:
clock out and advance to take on Fort
Lewis on Saturday afternoon.

Ranger Men's Basketball Finishes up Exhibition Season with 78-60
Loss to Division I Wyoming
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
In front of nearly 7,000 fans
tonight the Rangers fell to Wyoming
78-60 in their second and final exhibition game. Regis got 21 points from
senior Matt Rosisnki but were out shot
from the charity stripe 40-15.
Regis trailed much of the first

half but at the 9:18 mark, Rosinski hit
a three-pointer to give the Rangers a
19-18 lead. The Rangers again took the
lead just over two minutes later when
Rosinski was fouled on a three-point
attempt and proceeded to make all
three free throws to take a 24-23 lead.
Neither team was able to score
the next two minutes, but the Cowboys
were able to close at the half with a 13-

4 run to lead 36-28 at halftime.
The second half was a different
story as Regis could only get as close as
nine points on several ocassions and
eventually fell 78-60.
Junior guard Jordan
Martinez-Doublin was the other
Ranger in double figures with 10
points. Regis did well on the boards
as they tied Wyoming with 36

rebounds.
Junior guard Curtis Mitchell
came off the bench to contribute nine
points on 4-for-7 shooting.
Regis will wait till Nov. 27th
for their first regular season game
against Northwestern Oklahoma State
in the Regis/Colorado Mines
Thanksgiving Classic. Tipoff is set for
7:oop.m.
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Junior Outside Hitter/Middle Back Jessica Howe, honored by RMAC.

Junior Setter Devin Eckhardt, honored by RMAC.

Jeremy Phillips

average is 13th best in Regis history
and with just six more kills she will
become just the 20th player in Regis
history to collect 1,000.
Eckhardt, the setter for the
last three seasons is from LaSalle,
Colo. Eckhardt played in every play in
three seasons for Regis and is fourth in
the RMAC averaging 10.06 assists per
set. Not only just a good setter but one
of the best defenders for Regis,
Eckhardt is fourth on the team in digs
per set (2.02) and blocks (0.53). She
has six double-doubles this season and
27 for her career.
Last season

Sports Information Director
Juniors Jessica Howe and
Devin Eckhardt were named to the
2009 All-RMAC Volleyball Second and
Third
Teams
respectively
as
announced today by the Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference office.
Howe, an outside hitter from
Pueblo, Colo., received second team
accolades for the second straight season. This season she is fourth in the
RMAC averaging 3.58 kills per set and
3.98 points per set. This season she

has 20 double figure kill matches and
49 for her career. Howe also has four
matches of 20-or-more kills for a total
of nine for her career. Howe was a
Third Team AVCA All-American last
season after leading the Rangers to the
RMAC Tournament Championship.
Howe set her career high this season
with 26 kills against Western State on
October 15th.
Howe has already put her
mark on the Ranger record book.
Going into this weekend she is ninth in
career attack percentage with a .267
percentage. Her 3.12 career kill per set

Women's basketball signs Kendahl
Avery to National Letter of Intent
Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director
Head Coach Linda Raunig
announced the signing of Kendabl
Avery for the 2010-11 season.
Avery is in her second season
at Sheridan College (Wyo.), where she
helped lead the Lady Generals to the
NJCAA Region IX championship and a
trip to the NJCAA National
Tournament. She averaged 8.7 points
and five rebounds per game her freshman season and so far this year has
contributed nine points and six
rebounds per outing.
Raunig states, "Kendahl will
be a good addition to our team, especially considering how young we will

be next season. She is mature and will
be a solidifying force for us next year."
A 2008 graduate of Laramie
High School, Avery was a member of
the South Team for the Wyoming
Coaches Association All-Star Game.
Avery also earned a spot on the
Wyoming team in the annual
Wyoming-Montana All-Star and
Wyoming-South Dakota All-Star
Games. She helped lead her Laramie
team to a third place finish at the 2006
Wyoming Class 4A State Tournament.
"She has good size and with
her versatility, can play either down
low or on the outside," says Raunig.
"She is a good rebounder and knows
how to win, with her past success at
Sheridan."

Kuiper scores 26 to help 56-4 7 win
Brianna Workman
Graduate Assistant, Sports
Information
The Rangers snagged their
second win of the season when they
defeated the Rockhurst University
Hawks 56-47 at home. Salina Kuiper
was 12-for-16 from the floor to total for
26 points while Tae'lor Purdy scored
11.
The Hawks took the first lead
of the game and kept it up until just
1:06 remained in the half when a layup
by Purdy tied the score at 20. Kuiper
put one in with just eight seconds
remaining to put the Rangers up by
two (22-20) going into the half.
Rockhurst tied the game at the start of
the second half on a shot by Ali Fromm
until Kuiper put the Rangers (2-0, o-o
RMAC) up once again. This lead was
kept for the remainder of the game.
At the 16:13 mark, Regis was

up by five (31-26). Just over a minute
later, Emily Kuipers sank a shot from
deep to start an 11-3 run which put the
Rangers up by 16 with 10:56 remaining. Buckets were exchanged up until
the final buzzer when Regis walked
away with the victory and the tournament championship.
Helping lead Kuiper and
Purdy to double digits in the game was
Jacque Machesney who dished out
four assists. She also pulled down six
rebounds, blocked three shots, and
snagged three steals from the Hawks.
Purdy also pulled down eight rebounds
in the game.
The Rangers shot 41.5 percent
from the field while the Hawks shot
28.4.
Regis
will
face
CSUDominguez in Golden at the Mines
Thanksgiving Classic Nov. 27th. Tipoff
is set for 4:00 p.m.

Eckhardt was also named to the AllRMAC Third Team and was also a
member of the RMAC All-Tournament
Team.
Eckhardt has also left a notch
in the Regis record books. Her 10.86
career assist per set average is fourth
best in Regis history and her 3,485
assists are fifth most in a career. Also
one of the best servers in Regis history,
Eckhardt is ninth all-time with a .924
service percentage.

•

Volleyball signs three new
recruits
for 2 010-2011 season
..
Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director
The volleyball team and Head
Coach Frank Lavrisha signed three
high school seniors during the
National Letter of Intent signing period. Sage Martinson, Lauren Flanagan,
and Christina Henzgen will all suit up
in blue & gold next fall.
The three additions make the
Ranger volleyball team much deeper
after losing just one senior from their
2009 squad. Not only are the Rangers
adding talent on the court but in the
classroom; the signees average a 3.95
GPA during their high school careers.
Lavrisba says, "All three
recruits have the talent and skill-sets
to make a significant impact on our
volleyball program in their careers."
Martinson from LaSalle, Colo.,
is a setter/outside for Roosevelt High
School who just finished their season
with a loss in the state semifinals of the
Colorado Class 4A Volleyball
Tournament. Martinson has been
named to the all-state team during her
sophomore and junior seasons. She led
her team in assists and was second in
kills and third in digs this season. She
is no stranger to collegiate volleyball as
her sister, Sayrd, played for DU's volleyball team. Martinson is planning on
finishing the 2009-10 club season with
Club One.
Lavrisha says, "Sage has
tremendous court awareness and a
very good feel for the game. She can
handle most positions on the court and
will help the team somewhere her
freshman season as she trains to be our
future setter."

Flanagan, (Thornton, Colo.)
will graduate from Horizon High
School. Flanagan bas lots of experience as a middle blocker, playing the
position on her high school and club
teams. The 5-11 all-conference player
helps the rangers size and will add
depth to the middle as well as an outside position. Flanagan will be playing
club volleyball with Colorado Juniors
her senior year.
"Lauren gives us athleticism
and depth as she can play middle and
outside. A very good jumper, Lauren
will provide us with greater presence at
the net to go along with her solid ball
handling skills," states Lavrisha.
Henzgen is from Agoura Hills,
Calif. and will graduate this spring
from Louisville High School in
Woodland Hills, Calif. She will be a
great addition to the outside and at 511 will not only be a threat offensively
but a big block. Last season she was
named team MVP and a First Team
All-Mission League honoree. She also
earned a spot on the All-Area
Honorable Mention team. Henzgen
will finish her high school career of
volleyball playing club for Santa
Monica Beach Club.
"Christine is a complete outside hitter who will bolster our depth
at that spot. Her experience and size
will give us greater presence at the
net," says Lavrisba.
Regis finished their season at
.500 with a 14-14 record, qualifying for
the RMAC Tournament for the fourth
straight season before falling to eventual tournament winner Metro State 30 in the first round.
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
poetry or ac an w 1te p otography will be accepted until 4:00 p.m.
Dec. 3 for consideration for the 2010
Regis Apogee. Submit entries to
apogee@regis.edu.

23
ombined Choir Concert
on

y,

ove

Join the University and
ncert Choirs for a concert at
erkeley Church on 50th Ave. and
ead St. from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m ..
e University Choir and the Concert
hoir will perform on their own and
en join together for a finale.

onday, November 30
ygiene Kit Assembly
The Accelerated Nursing proram is collecting items for 100
ygiene kits upcoming immersion trip
o the Appalachian region of West
irginia. This is the last day that
·terns or donations will be accepted
or this program. Please consider
icking up a few of the following
·terns for donation next time you are
t the store: toothbrushes, toothaste, socks, soap, razors, hand towls, shampoo and activity books such
s crosswords. Turn in items to
onna Moran in Carroll Hall room
15.
t IDs coded for Lot 6
Lot 6 will again require a
egis ID to be scanned in order to
pen the gate. If your ID is not
ready coded for this gate you should

Fall

Tuesday, December 1

Annual Peace Market
Tuesday, Dec. 1 and
Wednesday, Dec. 2 the annual Peace
Market will take place in the Dining
Hall and the Faculty Lounge. The
event will be open from 11:00 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. and will include such
organizations as the Somaly Mam
Foundation, UNICEF and People of
Hope Crafts. Get some holiday shopping done and support organizations
that help to improve the lives of others and strive for peace.
Collegium Musicum Concert
An ensemble consisting of
Regis students, faculty members and
local community members 'will perform together, highlighting music
from the 1200-175o's. The concert
will take place at Berkeley Community
Church from 7=30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m..
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Last Day for Donations for the
Father Woody Christmas Party
Unwrapped gifts can be
turned in to Main Hall Room 207.
This annual event ensures that those
less fortunate can still receive holiday
gifts and enjoy the spirit of the holiday season. Suggested items include
winter apparel for all ages (hats,
scarves, gloves, socks, etc.), warm
clothing for all ages, and children's
toys. For more information contact
Drew Jones atjones565@regis.edu.

Final Exam Schedule

--

I

Tree Lighting Celebration
Join the rest of the Regis
community for a holiday celebration
as we light the tree in the Quad.
There will be festive snacks including
hot cocoa, gingerbread cookies, and
candy canes. There will also be a
chance to make your own ornament
to place on the tree. The festivities
will begin at 5:30 p.m. and last until
around 7:00 p.m ..

Saturday, December 19

Ethiopian Dinner and Silent
Auction
As part of an ongoing effort to

Last Day for the 2010 Apogee
Submissions
Submissions of short stories,

V,

J

This event has been a Regis
tradition for nearly two decades now.
Beginning at 4:00 p.m., the event this
year will focus on the theme "In A
Quiet Light" aimed at slowing down
during the Advent season. The event
will take place by candle light in the
Chapel and will include music and
prayer.

Thursday, December 3

2009

T

Friday, December 4
Lights, Lessons, and Carols

support a
en s 1 rary m
Northern Ghana, the university will
sponsor an evening of food and fun to
raise funds for this project. From
6:oo p.m. to 8:oo p.m. at Montview
Presbyterian Church (1980 Dahlia St.)
there will be a dinner, dancing and a
silent auction. Tickets for adults are
$35, $10 for kids ages 6-12, and children age five and under are free.
Contact Melissa Nix for more information or to purchase tickets at
(303)458-4217.
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